Skylark Class Project Mapping
Key Question:

What’s Out There?

Values:

RE:

Outcome

Perseverance, Justice and Joy

Why does Easter matter to
Christians?

Synopsis
Skylark class will
be learning about
the solar system
and our world
within the it.
Finding out about
the astronauts
that have been
into space. How
they and we can
be healthy.
Exploring
different habitats
around the world.
Discovering the
journeys of the
explorers of
space and our
world.

Launch:
Video clip
Space dome

RE:

How have we explored space?

To create an information booklet,
leaflet or poster about an aspect of
what we have learnt during this
project.

Our world in the solar system.

Who is Muslim and how do they live?
How do we know what is out there?
Who was the first person to go to space?

What can we see when standing on the
moon?

Which countries had a space programme?

What can we see on earth?

Who were the astronauts who went to the
moon?

Who were the explorers who
discovered earth?

Which country landed on the moon first?

Who is Christopher Columbus?

How long ago was the first moon landing?

What lands did he discover?

What other planets are in our
solar system?

How could astronauts move around on the
moon?

What did he do?

Are all environments the same
on all the planets?

How can we control moon exploring
equipment?

What makes the seasons
happen?

What is in the sky?
Where do we live?
What planet do we live on?
Where in the solar system is our
planet?

Why does the tide happen?
What effects the tides?
How big is the solar system?

Our School Community
Parents Celebration Worship

How is he the same as Neil Armstrong?

PSHE:
Developing Risk Management

Who is Tim Peake?

What are the different habitats around
the world? – Rainforest, Desert, Coral
reef and Woodland.

Why is he important to UK?

What are they like?

Where did he travel to?

Which animals live in these habitats?

How do astronauts keep healthy on the
ISS?

What is sculpture?

Understanding Personal
Change and Responsibility
Internet Safety

How can we make a sculpture?

Initiative

Creative Arts

Environment

Spirit, Moral and Cultural

We will show our initiative by:

Using our creative skills, we
will:

As people concerned with our
environment we will:

In our spiritual, moral and
cultural Development we will:

Explore Andy Warhol’s
technique of representing
portraits – Neil Armstrong, Tim
Peake, Helen Sharman.

Discuss the effect humans have
on the habitats and the animals
that live in them. How we can
help protect them.

Explore different habitats in
the world and find out about
the life of the people who live
there.

When designing we will show
our initiative by discussing the
design of a moon buggy, saying
why we had chosen the design.

Audience:

Opportunities for Critique and
Redrafting:
Moon Buggy designs
Information booklet, leaflet or
poster

